The S/KEY One-Time Password System

Status of this Memo

This memo provides information for the Internet community. This memo does not specify an Internet standard of any kind. Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

This document describes the S/KEY* One-Time Password system as released for public use by Bellcore and as described in reference [3]. A reference implementation and documentation are available by anonymous ftp from ftp.bellcore.com in the directories pub/nmh/...

Overview

One form of attack on computing system connected to the Internet is eavesdropping on network connections to obtain login id's and passwords of legitimate users. The captured login id and password are, at a later time, used gain access to the system. The S/KEY One-Time Password system is designed to counter this type of attack, called a replay attack.

With the S/KEY system, only a single use password ever crosses the network. The user's secret pass-phrase never crosses the network at any time, including during login or when executing other commands requiring authentication such as the UNIX commands passwd or su. Thus, it is not vulnerable to eavesdropping/replay attacks. Added security is provided by the property that no secret information need be stored on any system, including the host being protected.

The S/KEY system protects against external passive attacks against the authentication subsystem. It does not prevent a network eavesdropper from gaining access to private information, and does not provide protection against "inside jobs" or against active attacks where the potential intruder as able to intercept and modify the packet stream.
Introduction

There are two sides to the operation of the S/KEY one-time password system. On the client side, the appropriate one-time password must be generated. On the host side, the server must verify the one-time password and permit the secure changing of the user's secret pass-phrase.

An S/KEY system client passes the user's secret pass-phrase through multiple applications of a secure hash function to produce a one-time password. On each use, the number of applications is reduced by one. Thus a unique sequence of passwords is generated. The S/KEY system host verifies the one-time password by making one pass through the secure hash function and comparing the result with the previous one-time password. This technique was first suggested by Leslie Lamport [1].

Secure Hash Function

A secure hash function is a function that is easy to compute in the forward direction, but computationally infeasible to invert. The S/KEY system is based on the MD4 Message Digest algorithm designed by Ronald Rivest [2]. Since the S/KEY authentication system went into use, the MD5 Message Digest was released. We have chosen to continue to use MD4 due the large number of client programs that have been distributed. Some sites have generated functionally similar systems based on MD5. Clearly clients and hosts must use the same secure hash function to interoperate.

The S/KEY system one-time passwords are 64 bits in length. This is believed to be long enough to be secure and short enough to be manually entered (see below, Form of Passwords) when necessary.

The S/KEY system applies the secure hash function multiple times, producing a 64 bit final output. MD4 accepts an arbitrary number of bits as input and produces a 128 bit output. The S/KEY secure hash function consists of applying MD4 to a 64 bit input and folding the output of MD4 with exclusive or to produce a 64 bit output.

Generation of One-Time Passwords

This section describes the computation of the S/KEY one-time passwords. It consists of a preparatory step in which all inputs are combined, a generation step where the secure hash function is applied multiple times, and an output function where the 64 bit one-time
password is displayed in readable form.

The client's secret pass phrase may be of any length and should be more than eight characters. As the S/KEY secure hash function described above accepts a 64 bit input, a preparatory step is needed. In this step, the pass phrase is concatenated with a seed that is transmitted from the server in clear text. This non-secret seed allows a client to use the same secret pass phrase on multiple machines (using different seeds) and to safely recycle secret passwords by changing the seed. (For ease in parsing, the seed may not contain any blanks, and should consist of strictly alphanumeric characters.) The result of the concatenation is passed through MD4, and then reduced to 64 bits by exclusive-OR of the two 8-byte halves.

The following code fragment uses the MD4 implementation defined in RFC 1320 [2] and defines the preparatory step:

```
strcpy(buf,seed);
strcat(buf,passwd);
MDbegin(&md)
MDupdate(&md,(unsigned char *)buf,8*buflen);
/* Fold result to 64 bits */
md.buffer[0] ^= md.buffer[2];
md.buffer[1] ^= md.buffer[3];
```

A sequence of one-time passwords is produced by applying the secure hash function multiple times to the output of the preparatory step (called S). That is, the first one-time password is produced by passing S through the secure hash function a number of times (N) specified by the user. The next one-time password is generated by passing S though the secure hash function N-1 times. An eavesdropper who has monitored the transmission of a one-time password would not be able to generate any succeeding password because doing so would require inverting the hash function.

Form of Passwords

The one-time password generated by the above procedure is 64 bits in length. Entering a 64 bit number is a difficult and error prone process. Some S/KEY system one-time password calculator programs insert this password into the input stream, others make it available for system cut and paste. Some arrangements require the one-time password to be entered manually. The S/KEY system is designed to facilitate this manual entry without impeding automatic methods. The one-time password is therefore converted to, and accepted as, a sequence of six short (1 to 4 letter) English words. Each word is chosen from a dictionary of 2048 words; at 11 bits per word, all
one-time passwords may be encoded. Interoperability requires at all S/KEY system hosts and calculators use the same dictionary. The standard dictionary is attached to this RFC.

Verification of One-Time Passwords

A function on the host system that requires S/KEY authentication is expected to issue an S/KEY challenge. This challenge give the client the current S/KEY parameters - the sequence number and seed. It is important that the S/KEY challenge be in a standard format so that automated clients (see below) can recognize the challenge and extract the parameters. The format of the challenge is:

    s/key sequence_integer seed

The three tokens are separated by single space characters. The challenge is terminated by a blank or a newline.

Given the parameters and the secret pass phrase, the client can compute (or lookup) the one time password. It then passes it to the host system where it can be verified.

The host system has a file (on the UNIX reference implementation it is /etc/skeykeys) containing, for each user, the one-time password from the last successful login, or it may be initialized with the first one-time password of the sequence using the keyinit command (this command name may be implementation dependent). To verify an authentication attempt, it passes the transmitted one-time password through the secure hash function one time. If the result of this operation matches the stored previous one-time password, the authentication is successful and the accepted one-time password is stored for future use.

Because the number of hash function applications executed by the client decreases by one each time, at some point the user must reinitialize the system of be unable to login again. This is done by using the keyinit command which allows the changing of the secret pass phrase, the iteration count, and the seed. A frequent technique is to increment a trailing digit(s) of the seed and to reset the iteration count (to something in range of 500-1000).

Clients

Several programs are available to calculate S/KEY one time passwords. Included in the reference implementation are command line interfaces for UNIX and PC systems (key), TSR interfaces for PCs (ctkey, termkey, and popkey), and GUI interfaces for Macintosh and Windows (keyapp and un-named Macintosh interface).
The most basic calculator is the key command whose format is:

```plaintext
key [-n count] sequence seed
```

The optional count is used to display more than a single one time password. This is useful to create a paper list of one time passwords.

The most automated calculator is the termkey program that runs as a Terminate and Stay Resident (TSR) program on a PC. It scans the screen to find the S/KEY parameters, prompts for the secret pass phrase, and stuffs the one time password into the keyboard buffer.
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Dictionary for Converting Between S/KEY 6-Word and Binary Formats

This dictionary is from the module put.c. The code for this module, and an implementation of the entire S/KEY One Time Password System is available by anonymous ftp from ftp.bellcore.com in the directory pub/nmh/skey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dictionary Entry</th>
<th>Binary Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{A, ABE, ACE, ACT, AD, ADA, ADD, AGO, AID, AIM, AIR, ALL, ALP, AM, AMY, AN, ANA, AND, ANN, ANT, ANY, APE, APS, APT, ARC, ARE, ARK, ARM, ART, AS, ASH, ASK, AT, ATE, AUG, AUK, AVE, AWE, AWK, AWM, AX, AYE, BAD, BAG, BAH, BAN, BAR, BAT, BAY, BE, BED, BEE, BEG, BEN, BET, BEY, BIB, PID, BIG, BIN, BIT, BOB, BOG, BON, BOO, BOP, BOW, BOY, BUB, BUD, BUG, BUM, BUN, BUS, BUT, BUY, BY, BYTE, CAB, CAL, CAM, CAN, CAP, CAR, CAT, CAW, COD, COG, COL, CON, COO, COP, COT, COW, COY, CRY, CUB, CUE, CUP, CUR, CUT, DAB, DAD, DAM, DAN, DAR, DAY, DEE, DEL, DEN, DES, DEW, DID, DIE, DIG, DIN, DIP, DO, DOE, DOG, DON, DOT, DOW, DRY, DUB, DUD, DUE, DUG, DUN, EAR, EAT, ED, EEL, EGG, EGO, ELE, ELK, ELM, ELY, EM, END, EST, ETC, EVA, EVE, EWE, EYE, FAD, FAN, FAR, FAT, FAY, LED, FEE, FEW, FIB, FIG, FIN, FIR, FIT, FLO, FLY, FOE, FOG, FOR, FRY, FUM, FUN, FUR, GAB, GAD, GAG, GAL, GAM, GAP, GAS, GAY, GEE, GEL, GEM, GET, GIG, GIL, GIN, GO, GOT, GUN, GUS, GUT, GUY, GYM, HAB, HAD, HAL, HAM, HAN, HAP, HAS, HAT, HAW, HAY, HE, HEM, HEN, HER, HEW, HEY, HI, HID, HIM, HIP, HIS, HIT, HO, HOB, HOC, HOE, HOG, HOP, HOT, HOW, HUB, HUE, HUG, HUH, HUM, HUT, I, ICY, IDA, IF, IKE, ILL, INK, INN, IO, ION, IQ, IRA, IRE, IRK, IS, IT, ITS, IVY, JAB, JAG, JAM, JAN, JAR, JAW, JAY, JET, JIG, JIM, JO, JOB, JOE, JOG, JOT, JOY, JUG, JUT, KAY, KEG, KEN, KEY, KID, KIM, KIN, KIT, LA, LAB, LAC, LAD, LAG, LAM, LAP, LAW, LAY, LEA, LED, LEE, LEG, LEN, LEO, LET, LEW, RID, LIE, LIN, LIP, LIT, LO, LOB, LOG, LOL, LOS, LOT, LOU, LOW, LOY, LUG, LYE, MA, MAC, MAD, MAE, MAN, MAO, MAP, MAT, MAW, MAY, ME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"BILK", "BILL", "BIND", "BIRD", "BITE", "BITS", "BLAB",
"BLAT", "BLD", "BLEW", "BLOB", "BLOT", "BOMB", "BON", "BOAT",
"BONE", "BONG", "BONN", "BONY", "BOOK", "BOOM", "BOON",
"BOOT", "BORE", "BORG", "BORN", "BOSE", "BOSS", "BOTH", "BOUT",
"BOWL", "BOYD", "BRAD", "BRAE", "BRAG", "BRAN", "BRAY", "BRED",
"BREW", "BRIG", "BRIM", "BROW", "BUDD", "BUFF", "BULB",
"BULK", "BULL", "BUNK", "BUNT", "BUOY", "BURG", "BURL", "BURN",
"BURR", "BURT", "BURY", "BUSH", "BUSS", "BUS", "BYTE",
"Cady", "CAFE", "CAGE", "CAIN", "CAKE", "CALF", "CALL", "CALM",
"CAME", "CANE", "CANT", "CARD", "CARE", "CARL", "CARR", "CART",
"CASE", "CASH", "CASK", "CAST", "CAVE", "CEIL", "CELL", "CENT",
"CEIN", "CHAD", "CHAR", "CHAT", "CHAW", "CHEF", "CHEN", "CHEW",
"CHIC", "CHIN", "CHOU", "CHOW", "CHUB", "CHUG", "CHUM", "CITE",
"CITY", "CLAD", "CLAM", "CLAW", "CLAY", "CLOD", "CLOG",
"CLOT", "CLUB", "CLUE", "COAL", "COAT", "Coca", "COCK", "COCO",
"CODA", "CODE", "CODY", "COED", "COIL", "COIN", "COKE", "COLA",
"COLD", "COLT", "COMA", "COMB", "COME", "COOK", "COOL", "COON",
"COOT", "CORD", "CORE", "CORK", "CORN", "COST", "COVE", "COWL",
"CRAB", "CRAG", "CRAM", "CRAY", "CREW", "CRIB", "CROW", "CRUD",
"CUBA", "CUBE", "CUFF", "CULL", "CULT", "CUNY", "CURB", "CURD",
"Cure", "CURL", "CURT", "CUTS", "DADE", "DALE", "DAME", "DNA",
"DANE", "DANG", "DANK", "DARE", "DARK", "DARN", "DART", "DASH",
"DATA", "DATE", "DAVE", "DAY", "DAYS", "DEAD", "DEAF",
"DEAL", "DEAN", "DEAR", "DEBT", "DECK", "DEED", "DEEM", "DEER",
"DEFT", "DEFY", "DELL", "DENT", "DENY", "DESK", "DIAL", "DICE",
"DIED", "DIET", "DIME", "DINE", "DING", "DINT", "DIRE", "DIRT",
"DISC", "DISH", "DISK", "DIVE", "DOCK", "DOES", "DOLE", "DOLL",
"DOLT", "DOME", "DONE", "DOOM", "DOOR", "DORA", "DOSE", "DOTE",
"DOUG", "DOUR", "DOVE", "DOWN", "DRAB", "DRAG", "DRAM", "DRAW",
"DREW", "DRUB", "DRUG", "DRUM", "DUAL", "DUCK", "DUCT", "DUEL",
"DUET", "DUKE", "DULL", "DUMB", "DUNE", "DUNK", "DUSK", "DUST",
"DUTY", "EACH", "EARL", "EARN", "EASE", "EAST", "EASY", "EBEN",
"ECHO", "EDDY", "EDEN", "EDGE", "EDGY", "EDIT", "EDNA", "EGAN",
"ELAN", "ELBA", "ELLA", "ELSE", "EMIL", "EMIT", "EMMA", "ENDS",
"ERIC", "EROS", "EVEN", "EVER", "EVIL", "EYED", "FACE", "FACT",
"FADE", "FAIL", "FAIN", "FAIR", "FAKE", "FALL", "FAME", "FANG",
"FARM", "FAST", "FATE", "FAWN", "FEAR", "FEAT", "FEED", "FEEL",
"FEET", "FELL", "FELT", "FEND", "FERN", "FEST", "FEUD", "FIET",
"FIGS", "FILE", "FILL", "FILM", "FIND", "FINE", "FINK", "FIRE",
"FIRM", "FISH", "FISK", "FIST", "FITS", "FIVE", "FLAG", "FLAK",
"FLAM", "FLAT", "FLAW", "FLEA", "FLED", "FLEW", "FLIT", "FLOC",
"FLOG", "FLOW", "FLUB", "FlUE", "FOAL", "FOAM", "FOGY", "FOIL",
"FOLD", "FOLK", "FOND", "FONT", "FOOD", "FOOL", "FOOT", "FORD",
"FORE", "FORK", "FORM", "FORT", "FOSS", "FOUL", "FOUR", "FOWL",
"FRAU", "FRAY", "FRED", "FREE", "FRET", "FREY", "FROG", "FROM",
"FUEL", "FULL", "FUME", "FUND", "FUNK", "FURY", "FUSE", "Fuss"
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